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   IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present:   Smt. A. Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                   Tinsukia.

                                G.R. Case No. 1961/2016

              Under Section 279/338 of the Indian Penal 

           The State of Assam..........................................Complainant

                                      -Versus-

 Sri Pankaj Gogoi……........................................Accused person

Appearance :-

             Sri Jamila Khatoon,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor............................For the State

             Sri Leela Upadhyay,

             Ld. Advocate...............................................For the accused

 

Evidence recorded on         : 27.03.2018, 04.05.2018, 05.06.18, 

              22.02.19, 27.03.2019, 27.05.2019.

          Date of Argument              : 18.06.2019

          Date of Judgment              : 29.06.2019
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                                              J   U  D  G  M  E  N  T

 1.  The prosecution case in brief is that on 29-09-2016

the  complainant  Smti  Bobita  Nayak  filed  an  Ejahar  before  the  In-

Charge of Makum PS stating  inter alia that on 27.09.2016 at about

4.00 pm, while she was going to a shop along with her son Sri Siva

Nayak by walking, a motor cycle bearing registration no. AS-23K-3190

came from  Doomdooma side towards Makum in a rash and negligence

manner and hit her son in front of Chetia Tiles Factory at 37 National

Highway. Due to the said accident, her son sustained grievous injury

over his body. Hence she filed this case. 

                      2. On  receiving  the  Ejahar,  the  Officer-in-Charge  of

Makum PS registered a Case vide Makum PS Case No. 227/2016 u/s

279/338 of IPC.   The police investigated the case and filed charge-

sheet against the accused Sri Pankaj Gogoi u/s 279/337 of the Indian

Penal  Code.  Summon  was  served  upon  the  accused  person.  On

appearance  of  the  accused  person  copy  was  furnished  and  the

particulars of offence u/s 279/338 of IPC was read over and explained

to the accused person, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to

be tried. 

 3. The prosecution examined 9 (Nine) Pws including

the MO & IO. The defence was of total denial. Heard the argument and

perused the evidence on record carefully.

Point for determination

  4. The  following  points  are  considered  for

determination of this case:
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i) Whether the accused person on 27/09/16 at

about 4.00 pm drove the motorcycle bearing

Registration  No.  AS-23K-3190 in negligence

manner endangering human life and hit the

son of the informant Sri Siva Nayak causing

grievous hurt to him and thereby liable to be

punished u/s 279/338 of I.P.C.?

Discussions,   Decisions And Reasons Thereof

                5.  The prosecution adduced the following evidence for

establishing their case:   

  6. PW-1, the informant Smti Bobita Nayak deposed in

her evidence that at the time of occurrence she along with her minor

son Siva Nayak were going to a shop by crossing the national highway.

Her minor son was coming behind her and when they were crossing

the road, a motorcycle coming from Doomdooma side hit her son Siva

Nayak.  As  a  result  of  which  her  son  fell  down  by  the  side  of  the

national highway 37 and he sustained injury over his head, hands and

on his legs. After causing the said accident the motorcycle fled away

from the place of  occurrence and she could not recognize the said

rider of the motorcycle as he was wearing a helmet at that time. She

also could not say the registration no. of the said motorcycle. Police

came to the place of  occurrence and took his  son to Tinsukia Civil

Hospital for medical treatment. As she was busy with the treatment of

her said injured son, she lodged the FIR before the O/c, Makum PS after

three days of the said occurence. 

 7. PW.2  Sri  Bijoy  Nayak,  PW3 Sri  Biru  Sawashi  and

PW4 Sri Sri Labin Nayak are hearsay witnesses. They had no personal

knowledge about the accident as they were not present at the place of

occurrence at the time of the occurrence. PW.2 and PW.3 went to the

place of  occurrence after hearing the Hulla  about  the accident and

they saw the victim Siva  Nayak in  injured condition who sustained
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injury over his head, hand and legs. They heard that a motorcyclist hit

Siva Nayak and fled away from the place of occurrence causing the

accident. Pw.4, the father of the victim was also away from his house

for attending his job. He only knew about the accident from his wife

after returning home from his job.

 

 8. PW.5  the  victim  Sri  Siva  Nayak  deposed  in  his

evidence that the complainant Babita Nayak  is his mother.   A few

years back,  he accompanied  his mother to nearby shop and while

they  were   crossing  the  pitch  road,  a  motorcycle  hit  him  thereby

causing injury over his head and leg and immediately after the said

accident he lost his consciousness. He regained his sense while he was

taken to Tinsukia Civil Hospital for medical treatment. 

9. Pw.6 and Pw.7 Sri Sakar Gogoi and Sri Sujit Gogoi

are seizure witnesses. Pw.6 Sri Sankar Gogoi deposed that the accused

Pankaj  Gogoi  is  his  brother  in  law.  The  accused  had  a  motor  bike

registered in his name. In the year 2016, one day the accused Pankaj

Gogoi asked him to accompany him to Makum police station as his

motor bike was detained by police in the said P.S. in connection with

motor accident. After arriving at Makum P.S. along with accused Pankaj

Gogoi,  he  saw  his  motor  bike  in  the  police  station  along  with  its

connected documents. Police seized the same in his presence. Ext.1 is

the  seizure  list  and  Ext.1(1)  is  his  signature.  Pw.7  Sri  Sujit  Gogoi

deposed  that  in  the  month  of  September,  2016  one  day  accused

Pankaj Gogoi informed him that his bike was kept in custody of Makum

PS in connection with an accident and told him to accompany with him

to the PS and accordingly he went with him to Makum PS and he saw

the bike in damaged condition kept in the Makum PS campus. Police

seized  the  said  motorcycle  bearing  Regd.  No.  3190  along  with  its

documents. Ext.1 is the seizure list and Ext.1(2) is his signature. 

10. Pw.8, the MO Dr. Pranab Jyoti Dutta deposed in his

evidence that on 27.09.2016 at 4.55 pm, he examined Sibo Nayak vide
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emergency Regn. no. 17744/16, the case was brought by 108 Makum

with history of road traffic accident hit by motorcycle. On examination,

he  found  one  contusion  with  abrasion  with  hematoma  1.5  cm  in

diameter over left parietal region of scalp and one abrasion of size 3

cm x 1 cm present over left elbow. The injuries were fresh. As per his

opinion, the injury was simple caused by blunt force impact. Ext.2 is

the medical report and Ext.2(1) is his signature.

11. Pw.9, the IO Sri Jayanta Borgohain deposed in his

evidence that on 29.09.2016 at 10.30 am the complainant Smti Bobita

Nayak lodged an ejahar before O/c, Makum PS and after getting the

said ejahar O/c Makum PS registered the same as Makum PS case No.

227/16 u/s 279/338 of IPC and endorsed him for investigation of the

said case. Ext.3 is the said ejahar wherein the complainant put her

thumb  impression.  Ext.2(1)  is  the  signature  of  O/c,  Makum  PS  Sri

Bhaskar  Saikia  with  his  endorsement.  After  taking  the  charge  of

investigation he recorded the statement of the complainant in the PS.

He along with the complainant proceeded to the PO at Makum-37 NH

way near Chetia Tiles Factory and drew a sketch map of the PO. Ext.4

is the sketch map. Ext.4(1) is his signature. He recorded the statement

of the witnesses available in the PO. From the complainant he came to

know that the victim Siva Nayak was already shifted to Tinsukia Civil

Hospital. From the witness of the PO, he also came to know that the

motorcyclist bearing Regd. No. AS-23K-3190 had fled away from the PO

after committing accident. On 30.09.16, the rider of motorcyclist Sri

Pankaj Gogoi appeared before him at Makum PS along with motorcycle

and relevant document of the vehicle. After interrogation he admitted

that he had committed the accident and getting sufficient materials

against him he arrested the accused and later on released him on bail.

He  seized  the  said  motorcycle  and  relevant  document  from  the

possession of Pankaj Gogoi in presence of the witnesses. Ext.1 is the

seizure  list  of  motorcycle  bearing  registration  no.  AS-23K-3190.

Ext.1(2) is his signature. During investigation, he collected MVI report

after examination of the said vehicle and gave zimma to the owner of
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the vehicle. Ext. 5 is the said MVI report. On 19.04.17 he collected the

medical  report  of  the  victim/injured  Siva  Nayak.  Ext.  2  is  the  said

medical  report.  After  completion  of  preliminary  investigation,  he

handed over the case diary to O/c Makum PS. O/c Bhaskar Saikia of

Makum PS filed charge sheet against  accused Pankaj  Gogoi  getting

sufficient materials u/s 279/337 IPC. Ext.6 is the charge sheet. Ext.6(1)

is the signature of O/c Bhaskar Saikia .

12.  Heard Learned Counsel for the accused and learned

Addl P.P. Going through the evidence on record it is reflected that out

of nine prosecution witnesses,  there are two official witnesses, viz. PW

8,  Dr.  Pranab  Jyoti  Dutta  and  PW  9  Shri  Jayanta  Borgohain,  the

investigating officer of the case. These two witnesses deposed in their

official capacity and had no personal knowledge about the occurrence.

PW1 Smti  Bobita Nayak  is  the informant  of  the case  .  Though this

witness  stated  in  her  Ejahar  that  the  motor  cycle  involved  in  the

accident was being driven in  a rash and negligent manner at the time

of accident, in her evidence before the Court , this witness is silent

with regard to any rash or negligent act on part of the accused person.

She also deposed that the Ejahar was written by some other person

and she could not say what was written in the Ejahar. The case record

also reveals that the accident took place on 27-092013 but Ejahar was

lodged on 29-09-2016, i.e. two days after the occurrence. There is not

ground stated in the Ejahar regarding delay in lodging of Ejahar.  PW5

Shri Siva Nayak , the victim of the case also did not depose anything

regarding rash and negligent driving of motorcycle  by the accused

person. According to his evidence , the accident took place as he was

crossing  the  road  along  with  his  mother.  The  other  prosecution

witnesses PW.2 Sri Bijoy Nayak,, PW3 Sri Biru Sawashi and PW4 Sri Sri

Labin Nayak are hearsay witnesses. They had no personal knowledge

about the accident as they were not present at the place of occurrence

at the time of the occurrence. They are also silent in their evidence

with regard to any rash or negligent driving by the motorcyclist at the

time of accident. Thus none of the prosecution witnesses could depose
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anything regarding the manner the accident took place and hence the

offence of rash and negligent driving is not proved by way of evidence.

13. Considering  the  above  mentioned  facts  and

circumstances of the case, I find that the prosecution failed to prove

the ingredients of Sections 279/338 of IPC against the accused person

beyond reasonable doubt. Accordingly, the accused person viz. Pankaj

Gogoi is acquitted from the offences punishable u/s 279/338 of IPC and

I exonerate the accused person from the above offences, setting him

at  liberty  forthwith.  The  bail  bonds  shall  stand  cancelled  after  six

months.  

 

  14. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 29th

day of June, 2019.

Dictated and corrected by me.

       (Audri Bhattacharyya)                       (Smti Audri Bhattacharyya)
      Chief judicial Magistrate,                            Chief Judicial Magistrate,

   Tinsukia.                                                      Tinsukia. 
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W1- Smti Bobita Nayak,

P.W2- Sri Bijoy Nayak,

P.W3- Sri Biru Sawashi,

P.W4- Sri Labin Nayak,

P.W5- Sri Siva Nayak,

P.W6- Sri Sankar Gogoi,

P.W7- Sri Sujit Gogoi,

P.W8- Dr. Pranab Jyoti Dutta, M.O.,

P.W9- Sri Jayanta Borgohain, I.O.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1- Seizure list,

Ext.2- Medico-legal report,

Ext.3- Ejahar,

Ext.4- Sketch map,

Ext.5- MVI report,

Ext.6- Charge sheet.

                

              (Smti Audri Bhattacharyya)        
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia. 


